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Abstract. Due to the energy consumption/resource utilization characteristics of todays centralized DB servers, the fastest conﬁguration is
also the most energy-eﬃcient one. Extensive use of SSDs alone cannot
enable a fundamental change of this overall picture, because the storagerelated energy consumption is typically only a little fraction of the overall
energy budget. Even, when this storage-related share is (almost) completely reduced by optimized ﬂash-aware buﬀer management, the saving
eﬀect achieved may be limited by less than ∼10%. Therefore, we have
designed a cluster of wimpy computing nodes called WattDB, where the
individual nodes are dynamically attached and detached to the cluster
on demand – depending on the current workload needs –, thereby aiming
at energy-proportional DB management.
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Introduction

In recent years, data management on new hardware evolved into an active and
attractive ﬁeld of research. Among the topics considered for data management
are multi-core processors, vectorized query processing, ﬂash memory, (columnoriented) main-memory databases, OLAP- or OLTP-speciﬁc optimizations, etc.
Most eﬀorts exclusively aim at performance enhancements for speciﬁc database
applications – highlighted by the statement “One Size Does Not Fit All!”.
Representative approaches include MonetDB [1], Greenplum [2], VoltDB [3],
SanssouciDB [4], and others.
A few years ago, we started to explore the use of ﬂash memory and the
integration of SSDs (solid state disks) into the DB I/O architecture. Unlike most
other projects, we primarily addressed energy eﬃciency for all tasks of database
management, but also considered potential performance gains. Our strong hope
was to improve both goals – “Keeping Performance While Saving Energy?” [5],
which was supported by our initial experiments.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 reviews indicative
research results concerning our experiments of exploiting SSDs for DB management, whereas our ﬁndings concerning ﬂash-aware DB buﬀers are summarized
in Sect. 3. Sect. 4 highlights the need of energy proportionality. How such a goal
can be approximated in DB applications, is sketched in Sect. 5, where we discuss
design issues for our WattDB system. Concluding remarks and future challenges
are outlined in Sect. 6.

Table 1: Storage device characteristics
Device Model
HDD1
HDD2
HDD3
SSD1
SSD2
SSD3
SSD4
SSD5
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WD 7.2K RPM
WD 10K RPM
Fujitsu 15K RPM
SuperTalent 32GB
MTRON MSP
Intel X-25-M G1
Intel X-25-M G2
Crucial RealSSD

IOPS
Idle (W) Active (W) EUR/GB
Read Write
Read Write
70
210
500
2,700
50
12,000
130
35,000 3,300
35,000 8,600
60,000 45,000

5.3
4.2
8.4
1.3
1.2
0.6
0.9
0.8

6.3
5.7
9.9
1.7
2.0
1.3
1.2
1.1

2.0
2.0
2.4
4.1
1.7

0.38
0.77
0.76
9.00
18.00
2.40
2.44
2.01

Experimental Results and Critical Observations

SSD ∕= SSD – this fact was drastically demonstrated in [6]. It is not only true
when using a collection of diﬀerent device types, but also for instances of the same
device type. Reasons are continuous improvements of the SSD types as well as
reﬁnements of the ﬂash translation layer (FTL) to optimize measures for wear
leveling. All these optimization eﬀorts are proprietary and kept as “business
secrets” of the device manufacturers – resulting in a black-box view of SSD
devices, often exhibiting surprising behavior. Table 1 gives an overview of the
impressive success these eﬀorts gained for almost all characteristics chosen.
Strong variations at the instance level are caused by the read/write/erase
asymmetry which is ampliﬁed by the prevailing conditions or housekeeping tasks
of an individual device, e. g., device “aging”, state-dependent garbage collection,
frequency of erasures as reactions to load patterns, etc.
All these reasons lead to the conclusion that current, state-of-the-art SSDs
cannot be easily integrated and used for database management. In any case,
we have to cope in DB environments with a spectrum of heterogeneous SSDs
with diﬀering and instable access behavior. Furthermore, the data sheets of the
device manufacturers often report performance ﬁgures which can never be met
by typical DB workloads. To support our conclusion, we want to repeat here
some indicative, empirical results of previous publications [6,7].
2.1

SSD Performance Measurements

Our initial experiments focused on DB-speciﬁc read and write performance of
SSDs, for which the essential characteristics – taken from the data sheets of the
manufacturers – are listed in Table 1. To stress all devices with the same access
patterns, we developed a tool (similar to uFlip and IOmeter1 ) that allows us to
perform benchmarks on the devices. The tool supports adjustable page sizes and
is able to read and write diﬀerent access patterns from/to the devices; we used
32KB page sizes in all experiments2 .
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http://uﬂip.inria.fr/∼uFLIP/, http://www.iometer.org
According to [8], 32 KB is the preferable page size for SSDs.
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Fig. 1: Performance measurements using diﬀerent SSD types
Our ﬁrst test pattern is sequentially accessing 𝑛 pages simulating DB scan
operations. A second pattern is randomly accessing all pages of the test ﬁle,
where each page is fetched only once. Finally, the skip-sequential pattern accesses
pages sequentially, but skips randomly over some pages. Hence, we mimic kind
of index scans via (sorted) reference lists. Illustrated in Fig. 1, the results for the
SSDs considered are brieﬂy commented in the following:
– SSD1: Our results clearly show slow performance under all tested patterns
as well as heavily degraded write performance. But, random read is as fast
as sequential read.
– SSD2 shows improved performance to SSD1. Still, random writing is tremendously slower than other access methods.
– SSD3, as the ﬁrst Intel generation, is really good at sequential reading, while
random reading is comparatively slow. All write patterns are performing
equally well – a signiﬁcant operational diﬀerence w. r. t.SSD1 and SSD2.
– SSD4, as next Intel generation, came with the additional feature TRIM support 3 . It reveals improved overall performance for all patterns. Nevertheless,
the disk is showing the same challenges as the ﬁrst generation.
– While reading on SSD5 is faster than on all other SSDs we tested, random
writing stresses this device remarkably. Although the data sheet promises
60,000 IOPS for random read, we could not get even close to this number (a
fact we experienced in most other tests).
2.2

Result Interpretation

Using these performance results, we examine common assumptions, expert wisdom, and rules of thumb regarding SSDs [9] and show that not all of them are
true. Given that we cannot design a DBMS tailor-made to a single SSD of a
speciﬁc type and that varying workloads are present, we may critically observe
the following issues.
3
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Fig. 3: TRIM eﬀects

Random access SSDs should not suﬀer from random access, in fact, they do.
Random access may be substantially slower than sequential access.
Therefore, sequential accesses should still be preferred over random accesses,
although it is not as vital as on hard disks. For hard disks, a rule of thumb
recommends an index-based scan only if the selectivity factor of the predicate
to be evaluated is below ∼1–3%, otherwise a sequential scan of the whole table
is advised. On SSDs, the selectivity factor can be shifted to higher percentages.
Because of the diﬀerent SSDs’ performance characteristics, it is not possible to
spot a clear break-even point.
Database query optimizers can decide between random and sequential access
based on conﬁgurable disk parameters.4 Simple rules of thumb, however, do
not work anymore [10], especially if the performance characteristics ﬂuctuate
over time. Therefore, optimizing algorithms under wrong assumptions or device
models can make overall performance even worse. Furthermore, developers for
ﬂash-aware buﬀer algorithms have to consider that device-speciﬁc tweaks might
be obsolete in no time.
Unstable and ﬂuctuating behavior Using a tweaked IOmeter version, we
were able to get more detailed performance data from our devices. Fig. 2 visualizes the write performance of SSD3 in pages/second on a per-second basis. As
illustrated, every 4 to 5 seconds, performance is heavily degraded for about 3
seconds. We conclude, the drive is performing internal reorganization like freeing
up ﬂash blocks or searching for another writable block.
While benchmarking SSD4, we had a look at the TRIM command introduced for this model and observed an interesting behavior. Fig. 3 depicts our
write performance measurement right after deleting ∼130 GB of ﬁles on the
drive and issuing corresponding TRIM commands to the drive. In this graph,
a heavily degraded performance in the ﬁrst half of the measurement is evident.
Apparently, the SSD tries to free up ﬂash blocks while we were simultaneously
applying a write load to it. The proprietary FTL mapping particularly concerns device caching, block allocation, and garbage collection. All these mechanisms are software controlled and entirely hidden to the upper software layers.
4

E.g.: http://publib.boulder.ibm.com/infocenter/db2luw/v9r7/index.jsp?
topic=/com.ibm.db2.luw.admin.perf.doc/doc/c0005051.html

Hence, optimization decisions in the OS or DBMS may be counterproductive
and sometimes even worsen the time-consuming house-keeping activities. As inferred from Fig. 2, write latency may extremely vary. While less than ∼400 𝜇s
in the best case, we have observed outliers of more than some hundred ms, that
is a device-dependent variance of more than ∼200–500. In contrast, disks with a
device-dependent variance of ∼2–5 exhibit quite stable access behavior and lend
themselves to reliable optimizer decisions.
Another aspect is a kind of heterogeneity among the SSD types present in a
DBMS environment, where several heterogeneous SSDs may coexist in an application (or they may be dynamically exchanged). As a consequence, tailor-made
algorithms for speciﬁc SSD types, e. g., concerning indexing or buﬀer management, are not very useful. The same arguments apply for speciﬁc workload optimizations (pure OLTP or OLAP processing, mixed workloads with varying
degrees of reads/writes). A continuous adjustment or exchange of algorithms
aﬀected is not very practical in productive DBMS applications.
Read/write asymmetry It does not seem to be true in general. SSD1 and
SSD2, for example, do not exhibit degraded performance for (sequential) write,
they are equally fast as sequential read. On all other SSDs, an asymmetry is
measurable, but still not as bad as advertised. Exploited for buﬀer management,
this observation may make at least some prevalent assumptions obsolete.
Slower when full? As a consequence of the erasures, overwriting some blocks
on a full disk should be much slower than writing to an empty disk. We veriﬁed
this assumption by ﬁlling all drives with random data and repeating our tests
afterwards. No signiﬁcant diﬀerences were measurable.
Impact of queue depth To gain more insights, we repeatedly measured various
queue depths. By using a random read pattern, we give the FTLs a fair chance
to optimize the queue. As reported in [6], the only signiﬁcant improvement was
observed between QD 1 and QD 2. Beyond this point, extending the QD did not
improve data throughput. We did not expect this result, because manufacturers
use even higher queue depths for their performance measurements.
Energy consumption Fig. 4a shows the absolute power consumption of the
SSDs we tested. For this test, a sequential read pattern is used. Write patterns
might consume even more energy. Obviously, the drives do consume energy when
being idle; therefore, they are not as energy saving as expected. Power consumption ranges from ∼4–6 Watt for consumer disks to ∼9–14 Watt for disks of
enterprise server quality. The SSDs’ power proﬁles are substantially diﬀerent to
those of hard disks; their power consumption for idle states and peak loads is considerably lower, for example, up to a factor of ∼15 and ∼8 for SSD3 and HDD3,
respectively (see Table 1). Fig. 4b shows how many pages can be read by each
SSD consuming one Joule of energy. As illustrated, 𝑝𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑠/𝐽𝑜𝑢𝑙𝑒 are constantly
rising, thus newer SSDs are getting more energy eﬃcient. On conventional disks
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Fig. 4: Energy-related SSD measurements

we measured only ∼600–1,800 𝑝𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑠/𝐽𝑜𝑢𝑙𝑒. Anyway, a more diﬀerentiated comparison is cumbersome, because of the diﬀerent performance characteristics and
their implications on energy eﬃciency.
The critical question is whether these considerable diﬀerences of energy consumption at the device level cause perceptible energy saving at the system level.
For this reason, we compare disk- and SSD-based DBMS buﬀer management in
the next section.

3

Findings in DBMS Buﬀer Management

Because of the read/write/erase asymmetry, buﬀer management tailor-made to
the SSD characteristics is a key issue for ﬂash-aware DBMS optimizations. The
fact “whether a page is read only or modiﬁed” is an even more performancecritical criterion for the replacement decision [11] than in disk-based DBMSs.
3.1

Objectives of Flash-Aware Replacement Algorithms

Even with SSDs, maintaining a high hit ratio – the primary goal of disk-based
buﬀer algorithms – is still important, because the bandwidth of main memory
is at least an order of magnitude higher than the interface bandwidth of storage
devices. To exploit the SSD characteristics to the extent possible, ﬂash-aware
buﬀer management should observe the following basic principles [7]:
P1 Minimize the number of physical writes.
P2 Address write patterns to improve the write eﬃciency.
P3 Keep a relatively high hit ratio.
We have designed the CFDC (Clean-First Dirty-Clustered) algorithm [12]
which perfectly addresses all these key issues. As our competitors, quite a number
of ﬂash-aware replacement algorithms were proposed trying to approximate these

(a) Execution times (ms)

(b) Energy consumption (J)

Fig. 5: Performance and energy consumption running the TPC-C trace
principles more or less successfully. Here, we cross-compare CFDC to the generalpurpose algorithm LRU [11] and the algorithms CFLRU [13], LRU-WSR [14],
and REF [15], which are tailor-made for SSD use.
Because DBMSs often use heterogeneous storage devices of mixed types, an
important question needs to be answered: how well do these algorithms perform on conventional magnetic disks? Furthermore, how much energy is used for
buﬀer management in either case, i. e., how energy eﬃcient are these algorithms
in diﬀering environments? Here, we want to repeat these answers given in [7],
thereby preparing our arguments for energy-proportional DBMS management.
3.2

Experiments

Our test environment consists of an Intel Core2 Duo processor and 2 GB of
main memory. Both the OS (Ubuntu Linux with kernel version 2.6.31) and the
DB engine are installed on an IDE magnetic disk (system disk). The test data
(as a DB ﬁle) resides on a separate magnetic disk/SSD (data disk, denoted
as SATA). The data disks, as listed in Table 1, are chosen to represent lowend (HDD1/SSD1), middle-class (HDD2/SSD2), and high-end (HDD3/SSD3)
devices. They are connected to the system one at a time.
Using a relational DBMS, we recorded an OLTP trace (a buﬀer reference
string) of a 20-minutes TPC-C workload with a scaling factor of 50 warehouses.
We ran the trace for each of the ﬁve algorithms under identical conditions and
repeated it for each of the devices under test. Using a buﬀer size of 8000 pages
(64 MB), we minimized the inﬂuence of the device caches. But, not the absolute
but the relative diﬀerences are most expressive.
The illustration of the recorded execution times and energy consumptions in
Fig. 5 is considered to be indicative for what we can expect as typical behavior
and optimization potential under the various storage device settings. The diﬀerence between the execution times of the algorithms becomes smaller on SSD3

(a) HDD3

(b) SSD3

Fig. 6: Break-down of average power (W)
(see Fig. 5) due to two reasons: 1. The I/O cost on SSD3 is much smaller than
on other devices, yielding the buﬀer layer optimization less signiﬁcant; 2. This
device has supposedly the largest device cache, since it is the newest product
among the devices tested.
Performance gain and energy saving are impressive, if we compare the results
among devices of the same class. CFDC turns out to be the best performing
algorithm on all devices. Because the time needed to run the trace is – under
continuous and hardly varying utilization of the computer system – proportional
to the energy consumption, CFDC is also the most energy-eﬃcient one. This
observation is in accord with the general thesis [16] that “within a single node
intended for use in scale-out (shared-nothing) architectures, the most energyeﬃcient conﬁguration is typically the highest performing one”.

4

Energy-Proportional Computing

The key eﬀect observed in Fig. 5 is further explained by Fig. 6, which contains
a break-down of the average working power of major hardware components of
interest, compared with their idle power values. The ﬁgures shown for the conﬁgurations HDD3 and SSD3 are indicative for all conﬁgurations; they are similar
for the other device types, because IDE and ATX – consuming the lion’s share
of the energy – remain unchanged.
Ideally, the power consumption of a component (and the system) should be
determined by its utilization. However, for both conﬁgurations, there is no significant power variation when the system state changes from idle to working or even
to its full utilization. Furthermore, no clear diﬀerence can be observed between
the various algorithms, although they have diﬀerent complexities and, in fact,
also generate diﬀerent I/O patterns. This is due to the fact that, independent of
the workload, the processor and the other units of the mainboard consume most
of the power (the ATX part in the ﬁgure) and these components are not energy-
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Fig. 7: Power use over system utilization: single computing node

proportional, i. e., their power use is not proportional to the system utilization
caused by the workload5 .
The break-down of the average working power in Fig. 6 reﬂects the average
system utilization obtained for individual trace executions. If we evaluate how
energy consumption depends on system utilization, we roughly get for our conﬁguration – with a single computing node – the characteristics sketched in Fig. 7.
Main-memory power usage is more or less independent of system utilization and
increases linearly with the memory size, i. e., the number of RAM modules. In
our case, we only had a single 2GB module. Increasing the main-memory size
by adding more RAM modules would rapidly shift in our scenario the relative
power use close to 100%, even in the idle case.6 As indicated in Fig. 7, the
scope for optimizing the relative energy eﬃciency by software means is limited
and would almost disappear when a large memory is present. But this scope
could be widened, if hardware optimizations could be invented (e. g., reduction
of RAM’s energy consumption). Using a single computing node, we would never
come close to the ideal characteristics of energy proportionality. Note, we cannot
just switch oﬀ RAM chips, especially in the course of DBMS processing, because
they have to keep large portions of DB data close to the processor. Preserving
this reference locality is the key objective of each DBMS buﬀer.
Google servers mostly reach an average CPU utilization of ∼30%, but often
even less than ∼20% [17]. With our current ﬂash-based optimizations, we do not
obtain any noticeable eﬀect on overall energy saving – except for continuous peak
load situations. Given normal load patterns and arrival times, an average request
is processed more eﬃciently, i. e., system resources are allocated for shorter intervals, thereby reducing system utilization even further. What kind of system
architecture enables a substantial approximation of ideal energy proportionality?
5
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The elapsed time 𝑇 of the workload almost completely determines its energy consumption 𝐸 (note, 𝐸 = 𝑃¯ ⋅ 𝑇 , where 𝑃¯ is the average power measured).
Memory of enterprise server quality consumes ∼10 Watt per 4GB DIMMS [16].

5

Design Considerations of WattDB

Current approaches to data management on new hardware almost exclusively
focus on high performance for continuous peak loads in speciﬁc application areas and – to achieve this goal – primarily rely on extremely large main memories. But from a “green perspective”, it is unreasonable to build systems, e. g.,
main-memory DBMSs for OLAP applications, which have a much lower average
utilization and a power usage proﬁle as sketched in Fig. 7.7
For this reason, we have started the WattDB project, where a cluster of
wimpy, shared-nothing computing nodes replaces the powerful DB server machine. The cluster core consists of a single node 8 and can attach further nodes
without interrupting DB processing. In this way, the cluster can scale up to
𝑛 nodes and is able to smoothly grow and shrink dynamically – depending
on the current workload needs. Apparently, due to this dynamic node attaching/detaching, WattDB as a cluster will stepwise approximate the ideal course of
power usage, i. e., its behavior is becoming energy proportional. Note, the cluster dynamics, i. e., the time span [18] where low-utilized nodes are disconnected
from the cluster and deactivated or where overload situations are resolved by
reactivating switched-oﬀ nodes, is a key question to be answered by the project.
Each of the individual computing nodes must be able to access the entire
database. As a consequence, we need to build an I/O architecture, where – at
each point in time and each cluster conﬁguration – all external storage devices
(SSDs or HDDs) can be dynamically shared by all attached nodes, i. e., the
shared-nothing processing architecture of the cluster has to be supported by a
shared-disk I/O architecture.
As a consequence of dynamic node ﬂuctuation, DB cluster coordination becomes a frequent task to optimally support DB processing and maintenance as
well as concurrency control and logging/recovery, etc. Static task assignment to
speciﬁc computing nodes creates single points of failures and may quickly lead to
unbalanced system behavior [19]. Therefore, static and physical partitioning of
storage structures and runtime responsibilities is impractical. Hence, new partitioning schemes and procedures based on logical predicates have to be developed.
Instead of allocating physical partitions, ﬂexible physiological DB partitioning
is needed – a new outstanding challenge to make WattDB work.
5.1

Architecture Overview

Our cluster currently consists of ten nodes with identical processors and main
memory. Two nodes are equipped with four hard disks each to serve as DB
storage. All nodes are interconnected by a Gigabit-Ethernet as depicted in Fig. 8.
To minimize the energy footprint of each node, Intel Atom D510 light-weight
7
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Such an extreme main-memory DB server would steadily consume 2.5 KW for each
TB of main memory installed, no matter whether it is idle or working.
In this case, all coordination, query processing, and storage-related tasks have to be
performed by this node.
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CPUs are used. In combination with the installed 2 GB of main memory and
the mainboard, each node consumes less than 30 W in idle mode. The disks
are designed for mobile use, so each disk consumes only 3 W . Our hardware
is Amdahl-balanced, hence, processing power and data throughput are matched
[20]. Still, a single node is not energy proportional as Table 2 shows. When idle,
about 70% of the node’s peak power is consumed (see also Fig. 6). Although the
single nodes are not energy proportional, the desired energy proportionality is
approximated by load-dependent deactivation/reactivation of cluster nodes.
off
Power Consumption [W]
% of peak

suspend
3
7%

idle

3
8%

29
71%

100% CPU
1 disk
32
78%

100% CPU
2 disks
35
86%

100% CPU
4 disks
41
100%

Table 2: Energy consumption of a single node

Dynamically powering nodes impacts all layers of database software. As a
ﬁrst step, we have analyzed the impact of node ﬂuctuations for Storage Mapping,
Query Processing and Cluster Coordination.
5.2

Storage Mapping and Partitioning

Hard disks are one of the reasons, why common servers cannot be energy proportional, as explained in Sect. 2. They continuously consume energy to keep
their platters spinning. Therefore, it would be a great opportunity for saving
power, if unused disks could be switched oﬀ. If the related storage capacity is
not needed right now, entire nodes could be powered down. Dynamically partitioning data by their access frequencies may gain some improvements [21],
but it is insuﬃcient, because data on cold disks would have high access cost. Instead, we propose a mechanism for dynamically consolidating data while keeping
I/O performance agreements. The system’s storage can be scaled from energy
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Fig. 10: Storage partitioning schemes
eﬃciency requirements by consolidating data to as few disks as possible to highperformance needs by distributing data to more disks for faster parallel access.
Fig. 10 shows examples of partitioning schemes. Table A is separated into two
partitions that reside on a single disk. This is the most energy-eﬃcient storage
solution, because only a single disk needs to be powered. In turn, access performance is limited, as one disk can only achieve a certain number of IOPS. In
contrast, table B is partitioned, too, but the partitions are distributed to separate disks. Therefore, access to table B is up to two times faster than that to
table A. At the same time, random IOPS should double compared to the ﬁrst
scheme, but energy consumption doubles as well. Finally, table C shows an even
more distributed case, where data is distributed to four disks. While this raises
the relative energy consumption of the data, access bandwidth and IOPS again
are increased.
In these examples, the storage mapping resulted in a balanced tree of partitions. WattDB will support even more ﬂexible partitioning schemes. Hence,
high-traﬃc areas of a table can be divided into ﬁner grained partitions than
rather cold areas – causing unbalanced partition trees. Management of a partition subtree, e. g., either table C, partition C.1, or partition C.1.1 in Fig. 10, is
delegated to a single node. By distributing a table to more nodes, the eﬀective
main-memory buﬀer for this table is increased.
5.3

Query Processing

By providing such an an energy-aware storage layer, query planning needs to
consider the existing data distribution. A resulting query execution plan (QEP)
has to reﬂect the data partitioning schemes and their assignment to nodes. As
a consequence, subqueries can be formed to access partitions, process data, and
emit intermediate results. Eventually, these results are consumed by a node
which combines them to the ﬁnal output and delivers it to the client. Fig. 11
sketches an example how this work assignment is achieved for a simple query.
More sophisticated operations like distributed joins can be executed as well.
Our approach is considered fairly scalable, because partition management
including buﬀering, locking, and recovery, consists of local tasks that scale with
the number of nodes in the cluster. Still, a global transaction manager is needed
to detect deadlocks in transactions spanning multiple nodes.
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π( σ( A x B ) )

Table A

Partition ...
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Table B

Partition ...

Partition ...

Partition ...

Table C

Partition ...

Partition ...

Fig. 11: Node assignment for query processing: an example

5.4

Cluster Coordination

Obviously, a centralized instance, called master, is needed for all coordination
tasks. Cluster clients address a dedicated node as an entry point to submit
their queries. Furthermore, it has to monitor and tune the performance of the
cluster. Moreover, all tasks concerning allocation of new objects, housekeeping
and reorganization on depraved storage structures, repartitioning after workload
shifts, redistribution of responsibilities as an implication of cluster growth or
shrinkage, etc. need centralized control. Therefore, we introduce a master node
that will perform all these tasks. This node will also manage global deadlock
detection and keep track of the energy consumption.

6

Conclusion and Future Work

We have sketched our main results of recent contributions concerning our ﬂashrelated research. At the device level, we have summarized performance behavior
and energy eﬃciency of a spectrum of diﬀerent SSD types and have discussed
important consequences for DBMS processing. At the system level, we have compared performance and energy use of a number of ﬂash-aware buﬀer management
algorithms, when diﬀerent classes of HDDs and SSDs were used as external storage. We could clearly verify the claim [16] that – within a single shared-nothing
computing node – the most energy-eﬃcient conﬁguration is typically the highest
performing one.
This observation guided our research endeavor towards energy-proportional
computing applied to data management on new hardware to seriously observe
energy saving – not only for peak loads, but also for low-load situations and even
idle times. As a consequence, we designed WattDB, whose core components are
currently implemented. In the future, we want to specialize WattDB towards
diﬀering directions to provide tailor-made support for the application classes
OLTP, OLAP, and MapReduce.
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